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Editor’s Note

Color. It’s a byproduct of light’s spectral nature; it’s particular to how
our eyes receive it, and how our brains process it. The primary way
we receive and perceive light is how it is reflected, refracted, or ultimately absorbed by all objects and matter. By using a prism to shatter
rays of light into their spectral patterns, we’ve been able to project our
perceptions about our world and our position into the known universe
and have them return to us as both certainty and mystery. Because the
more we see, the more curious and inquisitive we become. The more
we see, the more we want to know. When colors reveal themselves to
us, so does the matter being reflected, refracted, absorbed.
CLR. It’s a byproduct of art’s spectral nature; it, too, is particular to how our eyes receive it, and how our brains process it. The 2015
issue you’re holding in your hands in this moment of perception is one
we’ve waited for a very long time to share with you. These are words
and images of possibility, refracted through the spectral patterns of joy
and despair, of hope and haunt, of knowledge and ignorance. These
are words and images not of light, but light itself.
We want you to feel the weight of light in your hands now. Close
the book and your eyes. Go ahead, it’s okay. We’ve been practicing
while we were waiting for you. Close the book, close your eyes, and
feel what you’ve already seen. All the light in all of existence traveled
through space and time to reach you. Why, then, should this be any
different?
C[o]L[o]R. Place your eyes between the consonants. Reflect. Refract. Absorb.

A Few Items at this Moment
Robert Wrigley

The sky is cloudless and there is no wind.
Wholly encased in snow, the trees
at the mountaintop are not beyond
words but beyond my willingness
to diminish them, their blue shadows,
the silence. There are a few items
at this moment no one in the world knows
but me, and I choose not to say them,
not even to the mountain or the trees,
to whom they would not matter anyway,
being in all ways, just now, wordless,
having absolutely nothing to say
about a man who’s merely come this way
and does not speak and cannot stay.
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My Marty
Lois Rosen

That hip, the smell of that skin, the indrawn breath and then the exhale: how beautiful his body was, if you could say that about a man,
my Marty, forty-four years old then, smelling of Old Spice and sex,
falling so deeply asleep afterwards, the pale cheeks of his backside as
solid-looking as that sculpture of Michelangelo’s David in Life magazine, that David on his road to becoming King of all Israel, and my
Marty, the king of my life, I will fear no evil for thou art with me.
In our living room, turned into a bedroom each night, I gripped
my top sheet to dab my tears. Whatever people said behind our backs
about his ruined face, pitying us, how little they knew, any of them.
None of them saw him below the neck, did they?
Words flung at me in the hospital’s fluorescent glare a dozen
years ago still stung. I recalled how that Doctor Samuelson, number
one cancer surgeon, white-jacketed, stony-eyed expert, warned me in
his haughty voice, “Mrs. Rabinowitz, your husband will most likely
live only a few more weeks if he doesn’t start eating. You’ve got to try
coaxing him more.”
Spoonful by spoonful, rice cereal, pudding, applesauce I ground
with a vengeance in the Foley Foodmill, and of course, chicken soup, I
tipped gingerly into his mouth. Live, goddamn you, live.
And he had, thanks to God, too. But one night after no sex
for that dry-dry year of his illness and recovery, his face buried in
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My Marty

his pillow, his back to me, maybe he was still half asleep, maybe the
exterior wounds had healed enough. I don’t know why, not really, but
he turned toward me, rested his good cheek on my breasts, and let me
cradle his head.
“It’s all right,” I said. “It’s all right.”
He raised my nightgown, the lace and his fingertips sliding up
my thighs.
So with our Harriet at camp and our Al away for the summer, in
our side-by-side pull-out beds from the Castro Convertible sofa, chest
hair curled and black on his skin, white as that doctor’s immaculate
jacket, I placed my palm on the skin above his stomach. My hand rose
and fell with his breath, his rhythm relaxing my breath.
Finally, Marty and I could make love as noisily and often as we
wanted, not that we were teenagers, but why not buy a black negligee,
a bottle of Arpège? Rarely, in all those years of Harriet and Al growing up, could we lie naked, with us sleeping in the living room, and
Harriet running in when she heard a moan, and Al coming home late.
Marty and I had learned to make silent love, not that either of our
kids suspected, as far as we knew, that their old-fogey parents had
anything biblical going on below the blankets. His face, his mutilated
side had healed but never filled in. We rarely kissed all those years
afterwards, but his fingertips caressed me in so many ways and his
strong arms held me. His muscles, so weakened in the hospital, had
firmed as he’d made himself walk farther, after friends got him playing handball at the Jewish Community Center, after he carried all
our groceries up the five floors to our apartment, hauled the bags of
laundry up and down.
I’d be lying if I said we didn’t bicker, if I said all sex was perfect,
that some of that fresh interest didn’t taper down, that he didn’t snore,
4
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that all the odors were pleasant, that his head on my chest didn’t get
heavy, that neither of us slobbered.
But those nights, blessedly together, alone in the apartment, the
upright fan drifting a light breeze over us, I reached for Marty’s sheet
and covered his body, his healthy body, the way a sculptress drapes
her work of art.
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Contributors
Rafael Alvarez came of age on the City Desk of the Baltimore Sun
across the final chapters of the once-celebrated paper’s influence and
greatness. There, he befriended all manner of characters—dishwashers
and detectives and dance hall queens—who would find their way into
his fiction. A writer for the first three seasons of the HBO drama The
Wire, Alvarez published a new collection of short stories in 2014, Tales
from the Holy Land. He can be reached via orlo.leini@gmail.com.
Matt Bell is the author of the novel In the House upon the Dirt between the Lake and the Woods, a finalist for the Young Lions Fiction
Award, a Michigan Notable Book, an Indies Choice Adult Debut Book
of the Year Honor Recipient, and the winner of the Paula Anderson
Book Award. His next novel, Scrapper, will be published in Fall 2015.
He teaches creative writing at Arizona State University.
Susannah Breslin is the author of You’re a Bad Man, Aren’t You?
S. Cearley’s work has been featured in Floating Bridge Review (#7),
Lockjaw Magazine, and Entropy.
Kim Chinquee is the author of the collections Pretty, Pistol and Oh
Baby. Her work has appeared in The Nation, Huffington Post, Noon,
Conjunction, Ploughshares, Storyquarterly, The Pushcart Prize, Denver Quarterly, and several other journals and anthologies. Her website
is www.kimchinquee.com.
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Susan DeFreitas is a writer, editor, educator, and spoken word artist. Her work has appeared in The Utne Reader, The Nervous Breakdown, Southwestern American Literature, Fourth River, Weber—The
Contemporary West, and Bayou Magazine, among other publications.
She is the author of the fiction chapbook Pyrophitic (ELJ Publications,
2014), and holds an MFA from Pacific University. Susan lives in Portland, Oregon, where she serves as an associate editor with Indigo Editing & Publications and a reader for Tin House Magazine.
Steve Denniston lives in SE Portland, Oregon. His most recent publications include a story with the Work Literary Magazine in October and
a story in Forest Avenue Press’s anthology, The Night, The Rain, and
The River.
JJ Chen Henderson, M.D., Ph. D., writes fiction and poetry. Her works
appear in Poetry East, Fourteen Hills, LUMINA, The Comstock Review, Concho River, ELJ Publications, TSR Publishing, and SLANT,
among others. JJ lives in a windy town in West Texas with her husband
and their eleven-year-old daughter, Kate.
Shane Hinton holds an MFA from the University of Tampa and lives in
the winter strawberry capital of the world. His debut story collection
Pinkies will be available June 16, 2015 from Burrow Press.
Lily Hoang is the author of four books, including Changing, recipient of a PEN Open Books Award. With Joshua Marie Wilkinson,
she edited the anthology The Force of What’s Possible: Writers on
the Avant-Garde and Accessibility. She teaches in the MFA program
at New Mexico State University, where she is Associate Department
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Head. She serves as Prose Editor at Puerto del Sol and Creative NonFiction Editor at Drunken Boat.
William Jolliff serves as professor of English at George Fox University.
Bill has published critical articles and poems in over a hundred periodicals, including Northwest Review, Southern Humanities Review,
Midwest Quarterly, Christianity and Literature, and Appalachian
Journal. His new book, Twisted Shapes of Light, is forthcoming from
Cascade Press.
Kelly Jones works and plays in New Orleans. A good deal of her
adult life has been devoted to obtaining pieces of paper that verify her
knowledge of things (resulting in an MFA in Poetry and a BA in Literature and Social Justice). She is terribly fond of manatees, glitter, Wild
Turkey, and dance parties. In her spare time she runs The Gambler
Mag, lazes by the bayou, and tries to come to terms with the concept
of infinity.
Dana Koster was a Wallace Stegner Fellow and a 2012 recipient of the
Dorothy Sargent Rosenberg Prize. Her poems have appeared or are
forthcoming in Indiana Review, Southern Humanities Review, The
Cincinnati Review, PN Review, and EPOCH, among others. She lives
in California’s Central Valley with her husband and young son.
Michael Mejia is the author of the novel Forgetfulness and his fiction and nonfiction have appeared in many journals and anthologies,
including Agni, Diagram, Seneca Review, and My Mother She Killed
Me, My Father He Ate Me. He has received a Literature Fellowship in
Prose from the NEA and a grant from the Ludwig Vogelstein Founda172
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tion. Editor-in-chief of Western Humanities Review and co-founding
editor of Ninebark Press, he teaches creative writing at the University
of Utah.
Lydia Netzer is the author of Shine Shine Shine, a New York Times
Notable Book and finalist for the LA Times Book Prize. Her most
recent novel is How to Tell Toledo From the Night Sky. She lives in
Virginia with her husband, children, dogs, and horse.
Wendy C. Ortiz is the author of Excavation: A Memoir and Hollywood Notebook. Her work has appeared in The New York Times,
McSweeney’s Internet Tendency, Vol. 1 Brooklyn, The Rumpus, and
Brain, Child, among many other journals. Wendy is a marriage and
family therapist intern in Los Angeles. Visit www.wendyortiz.com.
Joanna Lynne Ponce is a transgender, Mexican-American writer living in Portland, Oregon. She earned an undergraduate degree at San
Francisco State University and a graduate degree at Oregon State University. Her fiction writing, while largely unpublished, focuses on the
themes of personal identity, family, love, loss, and triumph. She credits
her love of story to her Mexican grandparents and ancestry. These
days she is enjoying her retirement by exploring the beauty and wonders of the Pacific Northwest.
Jay Ponteri has published one memoir and one chapbook. The
memoir (Wedlocked, Hawthorne Books 2013) won the Oregon
Book Award for Creative Nonfiction. The chapbook is titled Darkmouth Strikes Again, published by Future Tense Books. He has recently published nonfiction in Essay Daily, Tinhouse.com, Ghost
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Proposal, and Forklift, Ohio. He is currently reading Superior
Packets: Three Books by Susie Timmons (Wave Books). He lives
in Portland.
Daniel Romo is the author of When Kerosene’s Involved (Mojave River Press, 2014) and Romancing Gravity (Silver Birch Press, 2013). His
writing can be found in The Los Angeles Review, Gargoyle, MiPOesias, and elsewhere. He is the Co-founder/Editor at Wherewithal and
is the head Poetry Editor for Cease, Cows. He lives in Long Beach, CA
and at danielromo.net.
In 2000, Clackamas Literary Review published two of Lois Rosen’s
poems. Most recently her writing has appeared in Calyx, Alimentum,
VoiceCatcher, and the Jewish Women’s Literary Annual. She’s taught
writing at Willamette University and ESL at Chemeketa Community
College.
Kevin Sampsell is the author of the novel, This Is Between Us (Tin
House) and the memoir, A Common Pornography (HarperCollins).
His collage art has been featured in Kolaj Magazine, Jerkpoet, Lazy
Fascist Review, Ohio Edit, Queen Mobs Teahouse, and in his collage
column, Paper Trumpets, which appears on The Rumpus.
Tom Saya was educated at Indiana University and the University of
North Carolina—Greensboro. He is currently teaching at Tennessee
Technological University in Cookeville, TN. His work has appeared in
Poetry East, The South Carolina Review, Artful Dodge, The Midwest
Quarterly, and various other literary journals.
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Katherine Clarke Sinback earned her MA in Writing from Portland
State University. She publishes her zine Crudbucket and writes two
blogs: the online companion to Crudbucket, and Peabody Project
Chronicles 2: Adventures in Pregnancy After Miscarriage. Born and
raised in Virginia, Katie lives in Portland, Oregon, with her family.
Noel Sloboda’s poetry has recently appeared in Pank, Rattle, Harpur
Palate, Salamander, Redactions, and Weave. He is the author of the
poetry collections Shell Games (Sunnyoutside, 2008) and Our Rarer
Monsters (Sunnyoutside, 2013) as well as several chapbooks. Sloboda
has also published a book about Edith Wharton and Gertrude Stein.
He teaches at Penn State York.
Ben Slotky is the author of Red Hot Dogs, White Gravy, and An Evening of Romantic Lovemaking. His work has appeared in The Santa
Monica Review, McSweeneys, Golden Handcuffs Review, and other
journals. He lives in Bloomington, IL.
Aron Nels Steinke lives in Portland, Oregon, with his wife and son.
Aron is a second grade teacher by day and cartoonist by night. His
latest children’s book, The Zoo Box, was a collaboration with his
wife, Ariel Cohn. Steinke describes it as an early reader thriller where
two siblings discover a zoo in which human and animal roles are
reversed.
Rosalynn Stovall is a writer and video artist. She recently received her
MFA in visual art from the Sam Fox School of Design & Visual Arts.
Her writing has previously appeared in Monkey Bicycle, Flash: The
International Short-Short Story Magazine, and Number: An Inde-
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pendent Journal of the Arts. She currently lives in St. Louis, MO, with
her husband and infant daughter.
Nick Triolo is a writer, activist, filmmaker, photographer, and runner
currently living in Missoula, Montana, where he is pursuing a graduate
degree at the University of Montana. He is Senior Editor of Camas Environmental Literary Magazine <www.camasmagazine.org>, and his
work has been published in Trail Runner Magazine, Camas Magazine,
Terrain.org (forthcoming—end of November), Ultrarunner Magazine,
iRunfar, Territory Run Co, and Patagonia’s Dirtbag Diaries Podcast.
See more of his work at The Jasmine Dialogues. <jasminedialogues.
wordpress.com>
Vandoren Wheeler was born in Las Cruces, New Mexico. He cracked
his head open on the playground in various ways in the 2nd, 4th, and
6th grades; he began writing seriously in the 8th grade. He has published poems in fine publications such as H_ngM_n, Forklift, Swink,
and ratemyprofessors.com. His manuscript The Accidentalist won the
Dorothy Brunsman Prize and was published by Bear Star Press in late
2012. He currently teaches in Portland, Oregon, and is tweaking his
manuscript Lonely & Co.
Robert Wrigley is Distinguished University Professor of English at the
University of Idaho. His most recent books include Anatomy of Melancholy & Other Poems (Penguin, 2013), and, in the United Kingdom, The Church of Omnivorous Light: Selected Poems (Bloodaxe
Books, 2013). He lives in the woods with his wife, the writer Kim
Barnes.
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Born in Puerto Rico, John Yohe grew up in Michigan and currently
lives in Portland, Oregon. He has worked as a wildland firefighter,
deckhand/oiler, runner/busboy, bike messenger, wilderness ranger,
and fire lookout, as well as a teacher of writing. A complete list of his
publications, and poetry, fiction and non-fiction writing samples, can
be found at his website: www.johnyohe.com
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the finest writing for the best readers
Clackamas Literary Review has been committed to bringing you the
best writing from around the world since 1997. Subscribe now to receive the latest and forthcoming issues.
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